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ABSTRACT

2.

Two models for the initiation process are compared to res~:ts of experimen-

tal studies of initiation of detonation in two high explosives, PBX-9404 (HMX-

based) and PBX-9502 (TATB-based), by sustained shock waves.

nation of the model known as single-curve buildup is made.

are made with expe~imental results for the two explosive~.

the observed shock trajectories moderately well although it

A critical exami-

Several comparisons

The model describes

has some limita-

tions. These are manifested by an examination of the relation between input

pressure and distance of run to detonation. The data are also compared with

model solutions for the initiation process which assume self-similar flow.

The model can fit the experimental shock trajectory reasonably wel1 but cliffi-

culties are encountered in attempting to complete the solution for the entire

flow field. For PBX-9404, published pressure-time profiles are examined for

self-similar character. The measured profiles show substantial disagreement

with the similarity model.
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Introduction

3.

Plane shock-initiation of detonation in condensed high

studieo for a number of years. Many experiments have been

shaped samples using streak camera recording to obtain the
.-

explosives has been

done with wedge-

position-time tra-

jectory of the buildup to detonation.l*Z It has been observed that the tra-

jectories obtained for different input shock pressures have comnon features.

In particular, if the trajectories are plotted together using the transition

point as origin, then the trajectories newly coincide. This has led to the

hypothesis concerning the buildup to detonation known as convnon-or single-

3 This assumption is used in the derivation of the Forestcurve buildup.

495 In this paperFire chemical heat release rate function from wedge data.

we scrutinize this single-curve assumption and test its validity for the

heterogeneous high explosives PBX-9404 (94/3/3 wt%, HMX/nitrocellulose/tris

(B-chloro-ethyl)-phosphate) and PBX-9502 (95/5 wt%, TATB/Kel-F 800).

There has also been considerable interest in modeling buildup by se’lf-

6 have derived a class of self-similar so!u-simllar flows. Logan and Perez

tions for plane shock-initiation of detonation. The soiutions restrict the

allowed forms of the rate law. It would be possible to specify the rate func-

tion parameters from u shock trajectory obtained from a wed~e experiment along

with a pressure-time record from a manganin gauge at some station such as the

input face of the explosive. The solut?ons give a fairly good fit to the shock

trajectory, but some difficulty was met It]attempting to obtain solutions for

the entire flow field in accord with experimental results. In addition, a set

of manganln gauge records in PBX-9404 was exumlned to test for self-similar

flow. The records show substantial disagreement with the sel’i-slmllarassump-

tion,
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Single-Curve Buildup

In a wedge test one obtains the position-time trajectory of the sustained

shock wave as it builds up to detonation. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram

of the experiment. Figure 2 shows a digitized position-time trajectory. By

using a running linear least squares fit to five data points at a time, one

obtains the shock velocity vs distance trajectory as shown In Fig. 3.

The single-curve buildup model assumes, in a coordinate system with its

origin at the detonation transition point, that In the buildup to detonation

the wave fronts in experiments with different input pressures, Po, all follow

a comnon trajectory. That is, at a given distance from detonation, the subse-

quent trajectory is independent of the previous history. The position coordi-

nate is X = x* - xs, where x* and x$ are t~ansitlon point and shock posi-

tion, respectively, in the coordinate system measuring run-distance fronlthe

driver and wedge

velocity, ~ ,

distance or time

interface. The comnon trajectory implies that the local wave

is also comnon; in turn, the curve of wave-front pressure vs

must also be comnon. Finally, this implies that the sensitiv-

ity plot of run-distance vs input pressure is a plot of the cornnon-curve,pro-

vided that P. is replaced by Ps and x* is replaced by X. P. is input

pressure in the experiment, Ps is shock pressure on the trajectory, X* is

the ~xperimental distance of run to detonation, and X is the distance back

from detottatfonon the comnon trajectory. 1. E, Lindstrom found the model did

describe his results for five densitfes of tetryl.3 In this paper wewlll

examfne thfs model with respect to data on plastic-bonded explosives PBX-9404

and PBX-9502.

Ths shock-initiation sensitivity ofexploslves is often displayed as Input

shock pressure vs run-distance. It Is found empirically that, within experi-

mental error, often the data can be fit by a power law
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that is, the data lie

(Pop plot).’ In this

.. . . .
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bx* = aPo ; (1)

about a straight line in the log P. vs log x* plane

case the cornnon-curvetrajectory is specified by

X=aP~ . (2)

If the Hugoniot data are fit by a linear shock velocity vs particle velocity

relation, U = c + SU, then the Rankine-Hugoniot jump condition for conservation

of momentum yields a relation for the comnon curve of shock velocity vs curimon-

curve distance

u =$ ~ .(, + ,-5#(.$)’’b)’”]●

o
(3)

The P. vs x* initiation data is used in obtaining the chemical heat

release rate known as Forest Fire. Both single-curve buildup and a power-law

fit to the P. vs x* data are usually assumed.

The rate law is derived from this in the following way: the differential

equatiortsgoverning conservation of mass, momertum, and energy can be combined

with an assumed equation of state relating internal energy, E; pressure, P;

voiume, V; and reacted mass ~raction, A, to derive the shock-evolution equa-

tion8

du 2-4 au 5.
*IS +PolJ~ls -p[(u - u) c]==-~R ● (4)

‘2 is bulk sound speed7he derivatives are evaluated at the shock front; c

for the frozen mixtwe, and R is the Lagrangian reactim rate,
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R can now be determined. EA, EP, and Z2 can be evaluated from the equa-

tion of state (Forest Fire uses the HOM equation of state). Unless known from

experiments, the particle veloclty gradient behind the shock is often set to

zero. The time derivatives M P and u

and shock Hugoniot obtained from wedge

This evaluation gives the reaction

the case of Forest Fire, the logarithm

can be evaluated using the conxnon-curve

experiments.

rate at the shock, R(Ps, A = O). In

of the rate is fit to a’polynomial in

shock pressure. Then the rate everywhere in the flow is sometimes computed

from

R(P) = (1 - A)R(Ps = P, A = O) o (5)

In other cases, a reactive Hugoniot is used and some extent of reaction is

allowed to take place in the shack front. “

Previous work on explosives has shown the con?non-curveto be valid

3 However, there are objectionsthe accur&cy of the experimental data.

within

to

its strict validity. The stock-change equation implies that the growth rate

of the shock pressure depends on the particle velocity gradient behind the

shock front (Eq. 4). Consider the cases shown in Fig. 4. If

started at xl and PI, then the pressure and partic’levelocity

will be nearly zero (at the driver and sample interface). If

an experiment Is

gradients

the experiment

started out at a rnlic? larger distance from detonation transition, then the

gradients wi11 probably have developed nonzero values (Fig. 4). In-material

gauge measurement results and requirements for shock growth suggest this. In

fact, the sets of U vs x curves measured in wedgf!experiments are consistent

with this suggested discrepancy (Fig. 5).

Experimentally

shown in Fig. 5.9

that only the part

detewnined wedge trajectories for PBX-9404 and PBX-9502 are

They are plott?d in the comnon-curve coordinate system so

of the trajectory up to detonation transition is shown.

6.
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Within a certain band they do show commonness in the acceleration to detona-

tion. As noted earlier, for some shorter runs the initial part of the run Is

not on the conmon-c!urveand is consistent with the arguments against commonness

based on the shock-evolution equation and the experimental boundary condition.

In Fig. 6, the mean experimental curve is compared to the

from the sensitivity and Hugoniot parameters, as well as to a

to the mean experimental curve. PBX-9404 is a more sensitive

PBX-9502. This is illustrated by the fact that PBX-9404 will

one predicted

comnon-curve fit

explosive than

transit to deto-

nation in a run-distance of 20 nrnstarting from an initial shock speed which

is a much smaller fraction of detonation velocity than is the case for PBX-

9502. We see that the fit using Eq. 3 does a reasonable job of fitting the

mean experimental trajectory for both explosives. However, the fit to Eq. 3

gives a more gradual acceleration than the mean experimental trajectory shows.

Not surprisingly, the trajectory generated by using values of a and b from a

fit to Eq. 1 agrees with the experimental curve less well. It is a test of

tt?~single-curve buildup model.

The agreement can be checked in another

experimental U vs x curve and values of the

way. Equation 3 can be flt to the

parameters a and b can be deter-

mined, given values for c and s. These parameter values can be compared to

those obtained from flttlng the sensitivity data directly, Teble I, Fig, 6

and 7 show the comparison. This comparison is quite sensitive and as shown In

Fig. 7,

deduced

tion is

there is some dis~greement betwe~n the experimental llne and the llne

from a fit to tl~emean experimental trajectory using Eq. 3. The devia-

about the same fur both explosives considered here. In a previous

analysls on

propellant,

lants.10

rocket propellants the agreement was fairly good for an Insensitive

but there was’,seriousdisagreement for some sensltlve propel-
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8.

Similarity Solutions

Similarity solutions as models for the shock-initiation process have re-

ceived some attention in recent times.6s11 Logan and Perez determined the

class of self-similar solutions to the one-dimensional, time-dependent

reactive-flow problem, assuming a y-law equation of state. The solution puts

some restrictions on the form of the rate law. The form is

(6)

where F is an arbitrary

indifference eliminates

that the exponent $ can

tlng form is

where C2 = (B - ~)/(B -

function of the variables. The requirement of frame

the possibility of dependence on U2. It turns out

be determined from an initiation trajectory. The fit-

C2-1

1) and t* is the time between shock arrival

(7) ‘

at the Input face of the explosive and detonation transition. Values of the

exponent B were four and five for PBX-9404 and PBX-9502, respectively. Simi-

larity solutions allow but do not require single-curve buildup, The fit is

compared to an experimental PBX-9404 trajectory in Fig. 8. The flt l~oks

reasonable but it proves difficult to find a form for F in Eq. 6 such that the

flow-field solution extends out to any slzeable degree of reaction, before a

singularity is reached. The large values of pressure exponent B apparently

act to quench the reaction tco rapidly when P is less than Po. In contrast,

Ref. 6 used a value of IInear 2.

It seemed worthwhile to test the degree to which the Initiation process is

12 has publlshed a set of manganln gaugeself-similar. J. Wackerle, et. al.,

pressure-time profiles for shock-initiation of PBX-9404 with P. = 2.9 GPa.
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These profiles are plotted In terms of self-similar variables in Fig. 9. If

the flow were self-similar (within the assumptions made), then the profiles

should superimpose In this plot. Since they do not, we have an indication

that the shock-initiation process in heterogeneous high explosive may not be

self-similar.

Conclusions

A comparison has been made between experimental shock-initiation-of-detona-

tion data for PBX-9404 and PBX-9502 and two models of the process. It was

found that there is some disagreement between experimental results and the

single-curve buildup model, but perfect agreement is not expected. So there

may be some justification for use of the model. For the self-similar flow

model there Is some difficulty in obtaining solutions which fit the experimen-

tal results. And an examination of measured pressure-time histories in PBX-

9404 shows some disagreement with the self-similar model.
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Table i

Comparison of Initiation Parameters; Test of Comnon Curve Model
with Power LawFft (Eq. i)

Parameters Fft to
X*-PO Data (Eq. 1)

Formulation Parameters Fit to Mean Traj~~tory (Eq. 3)
a b a’

PBX-9404 45 -1.47 29 -1.26

P8X-9502 3900 -2.40 6600 -2.71

I
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Fiqure C~ptions

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Figure 3.

Figure 4.

Figure 5.

Figure 6.

Figrue 7.

Geometry of the wedge test. The last attenuator plate PMMA (Plexi-

glas) drives a shock wave into the explosive wedge. Interaction of

the wave front with the wedge face is recorded on a rotating mirror

camera. The needle image reflected from the aluminized P144Asurface

proiides a record of driver free-surface velocity.

A digitized t vs x trajectory obtained from a streak record.
,.

Shock velocity and wave front pressure vs run-distance derived from

the trajectory of Fig. 2.

Shock pressure and pressure gradient vs rui~-distance. For an exper-

iment beginning at xl, the pressure gradlent will be nearly zero

at xl. For a longer run where the wave has traveled a good dis-

tance before reaching X1, the gradient at xl will probably be

strongly negative as shown.

Measured shock velocity vs distance curves for PBX-9404 and PBX-

9502. The distance axis origin Is at the detonation transition.

Comnon curve shock velocity vs distance trajectories for PBX-9404

and PBX-9502. The mean experimental trajectory is shown along with

comnon-curves calculated,from Eq. 3 using parameters a and b ob-

tained from fits to Eqs. 1 and3, respectively.

Comparison of the 1Ines genwated by fit to P. vs x* data (Eq. 1)

with that obtained by fitting U vs X data (Eq. 3). Comparison is

made for PBX-9404 and PBX-9502.
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Figure 8. Shock velocityvs distance trajectory for PBX-9404 from a wedge

initiation experiment is compared to a fit to ifietrajectory based

on a self-similar flow model. P. = 2.9 GPa,

Figure 9. A set of pressure-time profiles measured ittinitiating PBX-9404,

P. = 2.9 GPa, (Ref. 11) are plotted in self-similar coordinates;

a dimensionless pressure, $ = (P/Pb)(l - t/t*)2(1-c2), and

the self-similar dimension s = (1 - x/x*)/(1 Y t/t*)c2 where C2

= (B - 3/2)/(B - 1). The profiles should coincide if the tlow is

in agreement with the self-similar model.
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